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Abstra t

We study the following question: when an a mined
pattern, whi h may be an asso iation, a orrelation,
ratio rule, or any other, be regarded as interesting?
Previous approa hes to answering this question have
been largely numeri . Spe i ally, we show that the
presen e of some rules may make others redundant, and
therefore uninteresting. We arti ulate these prin iples
and formalize them in the form of pruning rules.
Pruning rules, when applied to a olle tion of mined
patterns, an be used to eliminate redundant ones. As
a on rete instan e, we applied our pruning rules on
asso iation rules/positive asso iation rules derived from
a ensus database, and demonstrate that signi ant
pruning results.
1

Introdu tion

Data mining an be des ribed as the pro ess of nding interesting patterns in large databases. A lot of
work has fo used on de ning the notion of \interesting" patterns. Common approa hes use statisti al
measures for nding interesting patterns. Patterns
whose value with respe t to a given measure exeeds a user-spe i ed threshold are onsidered as
interesting patterns. Several su h measures have
been proposed in the literature; some examples being the support- on den e measure [AIS93b℄, orrelation measure [BMS97℄, ratio rules [KLKF98℄ and
strongly olle tive patterns [AY98℄.
However, urrently used te hniques for de ning
interestingness have a major drawba k in that
along with the desired patterns they also generate
redundant patterns. By this we mean that the

same semanti information is aptured by multiple
patterns, and hen e some of them an be pruned.
This redundan y exists be ause ea h pattern is
sele ted individually without taking into a ount
the other patterns sele ted.

Example 1.1 To motivate the problem, we on-

sider an example from ensus data. Ea h tuple orresponds to one person, and ontains the attribute
values presented in Table 1.1 In this ase, suppose
we dis over the following asso iation rules:
1. drives alone ^ born in US ! not veteran
: on den e = 0.72
2. drives alone ! not veteran
: on den e = 0.67
These two rules have similar on den e, and the
rules have the same r.h.s. part, namely person not
veteran. The l.h.s. of the rst rule is logi ally subsumed by the se ond rule and hen e using rst order logi , the se ond rule implies the rst rule. We
therefore say that the rst rule is redundant, and
only the se ond rule is interesting. 2
Thus, we fo us our attention on the issue of pruning out redundant patterns using the information
gleaned from the other patterns generated. In this
paper we des ribe our notion of \redundan y" in a
rule set, and present strategies to prune out su h
redundant rules. Our notion of interestingness onsists of adding the notion of redundan y on top of
existing notions of interestingness. In other words,
after interesting rules have been generated by any
of the urrent measures, our te hniques prune out
those that are redundant.
In Se tion 2, we present the formal framework
used in the presentation. We dis uss pruning te hniques for dete ting redundant rules in Se tion 3.

1 The ensus databases are those used in [BMS97℄ and
[BMS98℄. The division of attributes into ause/e e t shown
in the table is added by us.

No
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14

Attribute
drives alone
not veteran
not US itizen
married
male
white
US itizen
moved in past 5 years

type

ause
e et
ause
e et
ause
ause
ause
e et

No
1
3
5
7
9
11
13

Attribute
male or < 3 kids
native land English
born in US
<= 40 years old
householder
Speaks Only English
Speaks English well

type

ause
ause
ause
ause
ause
ause
e et

Table 1: Census Attributes
The results of our pruning te hniques on rules generated from a real-life ensus databases are disussed in Se tion 4. Se tion 5 overs related work.
Finally, in Se tion 6 we on lude, with dire tions
for future work.
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Rule Framework

In this se tion we present a ause-e e t formalism for rules, whi h we use to motivate and present
our pruning te hniques. Although useful for motivation, the ause-e e t framework is not essential;
our pruning te hniques an be applied, for e.g., on
asso iation rules. We assume the database onsists
of tuples, ea h with an asso iated set of attributes.
Attributes an be divided into:



Cause Attributes : These are the attributes that



E e t Attributes : These are the attributes

an o ur as auses in the rules to be dis overed. For example, in the ensus information,
attribute male an be onsidered as a ause.
whi h an o ur as e e ts in the rules to be disovered. For example, in the ensus information
attribute married an be onsidered as e e t.

In general, ause and e e t attributes may overlap,
and in a limiting ase, su h as for asso iation rules,
all attributes may be onsidered to be both auses
and e e ts.
Impli ation rules are rules of the form:
Pa

(

ause1 ; ause2 ; :::; ausek )

! Po (e

: [Value(measures)℄

ausei is a ause attribute, e
attribute , and Pa ; Po are predi ates.

where,

l

1 ; :::; e j )

is an e e t

Further, these rules must satisfy ertain onditions whi h are dependent on the statisti al measures used. For example, onsider asso iation rules
in the market basket domain as de ned in [AIS93b℄.

Su h rules are of the form itemset1 ! itemset2 . To
understand su h rules in our framework, we simply
treat itemseti as a predi ate requiring that all the
attributes in the itemset be present. The onditions
to be satis ed by asso iation rules are:
1. Pr [itemset2 jitemset1 ℄
threshold.
2.

> Conf ,

a user-de ne

( itemset1 ^ itemset2 ) > Supp, a userde ned threshold. Support of an itemset in a
given database is the fra tion of the database
ontaining that itemset.

Support

One an de ne the notion of strength for impliation rules based on their measure values. For instan e, the strength of an asso iation rule is the
on den e of the rule, i.e. Pr [itemset2 jitemset1 ℄.
We outline below three lasses of impli ation rules
whi h we use in the rest of the paper.

 Positive Rule : A positive rule, denoted A +!
where A are B are predi ates on ause and
e e t attributes respe tively, is an impli ation

B,

rule where the presen e of the ause A is found
to in rease the probability of B 's o urren e
signi antly. Formally, this means that for a
given user-de ned oeÆ ient P > 1, Pr[B jA℄ >
P  Pr[B ℄ should be satis ed. The strength of
the rule is given by Pr[B jA℄= Pr[B ℄).

 Negative Rule : A negative rule, denoted
A
! B , where A are B are as before, is

an impli ation rule where for a user-de ned
oeÆ ient N > 1, Pr[B ℄ > N  Pr[B jA℄. For
statisti al signi an e, we also require that if
A and B had been independent, they would
be expe ted to o ur often enough together;
this is ensured by the additional onstraint
Pr[B ℄  Pr[A℄ > thr where thr is a user de ned
threshold. The strength of the rule is given by
Pr[B ℄= Pr[B jA℄.

 Subsumption Rule : A subsumption rule,
denoted by A ! B , is an impli ation rule

that has a very high on den e. In this ase,
we permit impli ation rules where either both
left hand side and right hand side predi ates
use only ause attributes, or both use only
e e t attributes. The motivation behind this
lassi ation is to see whether one ause/e e t is
subsumed by another ause/e e t. Formally, for
user-de ned parameters Confsub and Suppsub ,
an impli ation rule as above is a subsumption
rule if Pr[B jA℄ > Confsub , with the relevant
sets having greater support than Suppsub .
Subsumption rules an be understood as asso iation rules between predi ates on attributes, with
the additional ondition of high on den e.

One an extend this lassi ation to di erent
measures, for example the one presented in [AY98℄.
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Pruning Te hniques

At an abstra t level we an des ribe the goal of
pruning as minimizing the set of auses for a spe i
set of e e ts. Similarly, we would like to maximize
the set of e e ts for a spe i set of auses. We
present several pruning te hniques to a hieve this.
Before we des ribe the pruning rules, we need the
following de nitions.
Redundant Rules : The rules that we prune
away with our te hniques are redundant rules.
Weak Rules : These are the rules that have
been generated as valid rules using the statisti al
measure, but due to the presen e of alternative
auses, their validity may be questionable.
Strong Rules : Rules that are neither redundant
nor weak are alled strong rules.
We say that two rules are of similar strength
if for a small pre-de ned value 1 >  > 0,
jstrength(rule1) strength(rule2 )j < .

Pruning Rule 1: If there are two impli ations of

the form A ! C and A ^ B ! C , and either both
rules are positive or negative with similar strength,
then A ^ B ! C is redundant.
Justi ation: This follows from rst order logi .

Example 3.1 For the ensus database, say we
dis over two rules as :
1. drives alone ^ born in US ! not veteran
: on den e = 0.72
2. drives alone ! not veteran
: on den e = 0.67
With  = 0:06, pruning rule 1 implies that the rst
rule is redundant. 2

Pruning Rule 2: If there are two impli ations,

! C , B ! C , both either positive or
negative rules with similar strength, then B ! C
is redundant if, B ! A, but A ! B is not true.
Justi ation : This rule handles the ase when
we have two impli ations for the same e e t but
the rst impli ant subsumes the se ond to a large
extent. That is, whenever the se ond impli ant
is true, (in most ases) the rst impli ant is also
true, and both rules imply the same e e t. Hen e
it is justi ed to lassify the se ond impli ant as
redundant on the given data.

A

Example 3.2 Suppose we dis over the following
two rules of similar strength :
1. male ^ householder
2. (male or < 3 kids)
married

! married
^ householder !

Note that (male or < 3 kids) is a single attribute
in the ensus database. It seems intuitive from the
name of this attribute that the ause of the rst
rule should be subsumed by the ause of the se ond
rule, although it is not a logi al impli ation. In fa t,
the subsumption is dis overed during the mining
pro ess. Subsumption does not hold in the opposite
dire tion, and hen e by pruning rule 2, the rst rule
is redundant. 2

Pruning Rule 3: If there are two impli ations,

A ! C and B ! C , both either positive or
negative rules with similar strength, then both of
these rules are weak rules, if, B ! A, and A !
B.
Justi ation: Sin e we have two impli ations in
whi h both impli ants o ur together very often
(ea h subsumes the other) it is not lear whi h is
the ause for the e e t; it is also possible that they
have a ommon ause whi h is also the ause of the
observed e e t. Hen e these are weak impli ations.

Example 3.3 We dis over the following two rules
of similar strength as :

1. native lang English
! not veteran
2. native lang English
! not veteran

^

born in US

^

<= 40 years old

Both the auses were found to be subsumed by ea h
other, and hen e by pruning rule 3, we ategorize
them as weak rules. 2

Pruning Rule 4: If A ! C1 and A ! C1 ^ C2 ,
then A ! C1 is redundant.
Justi ation: E e t C1 ^ C2 is stronger than C1 in
logi al sense. Hen e the rule A ! C1 is redundant.

Example 3.4 The following rules of similar strength
are dis overed :
1. white ^ US itizen
2. white ^ US itizen

^

!
!

speaks English well
speaks English well
moved in past 5 years

By pruning rule 4, the rst rule is redundant.

2

Pruning Rule 5: If A ! C1 and A ! C2 ,
and further C1 ! C2 , but not C2 ! C1 , then
A ! C2 is redundant.
Justi ation: For a given ause, sin e the e e t of
the rst rule is subsumed by the e e t of the se ond,
but not vi e versa, the rst rule is stronger in the
logi al sense. The se ond rule is a tually implied by
the rst, and hen e it is onsidered redundant.
Example 3.5 The following rules of similar strength
are dis overed :
1. white ^ Speaks Only English

speaks English well
2. white ^ Speaks Only English
moved in past 5 years

!
!

We further determine from the database that moved
! speaks English well but
not vi e versa. By pruning rule 5, the rst rule is
redundant. 2

in past 5 years

These pruning rules applied together on the rules
generated give a pruned set of rules. Appli ation of
these pruning rules should not be overlapping in the
sense that if one rule is pruned on e, it should not
be onsidered to prune other rules. Pruning rules 1,
2 and 3 are used rst to prune the rule spa e, while
pruning rules 4 and 5 are applied on the remaining
strong rules. The resulting set of rules is a minimal
set of interesting rules given these pruning rules.
Changing the order of appli ation of these pruning
rules may hange the residual minimal rule set.
4

Experimental results

To see the e e tiveness of our pruning rules, we
implemented our strategies as a post-pass to rule
generation. We tested our pruning rules on two
real-life ensus datasets (these are similar to the
ones used in [BMS97℄ and [BMS98℄). We manually
divided the attributes into ause and e e t lasses
as shown in Table 1.
Due to la k of spa e we present results only
for the following parameter values:  = 0:06,
support = 0:1, onf iden e = 0:5,N = 2, P = 2,
onf iden esub = 0:9.
Table 2 shows the results of sequentially applying
the rst 3 pruning rules in the order 1, 2, 3.
On e a rule is pruned it is removed from the set,
before applying the subsequent pruning rules. We

do not show the e e ts of rules 4 and 5 { our
experiments showed that although they did provide
good pruning on the original rules, they almost
always pruned only rules that were pruned away
by the rst three rules.
The rst three rows deal with onstrained rules
where attributes are ategorized as auses and
e e ts. The last row orresponds to results for
general asso iation rules, i.e., without the ause
e e t semanti s being onsidered. The results show
that at the end of the appli ation of pruning rules,
many of the rules are pruned out. As shown in
Table 2, the rst row orresponds to general ausee e t impli ation rules rules (neither positive nor
negative). One an see that 93 rules are pruned out
as redundant rules from 125 rules, whi h is very
e e tive pruning.
We note that almost all the pruning examples
presented in the earlier se tions were dis overed
during our experiments. As another example, in
the ase of ensus 2 we get the rules:
1. male ^ Speaks Only English!
speaks English well : on den e = 0.54
2. male ^ Islander or Indian !
speaks English well : on den e = 0.56
3. Speaks Only English !
Islander or Indian : onf iden esub = 0.92
but not,
Islander or Indian

! Speaks Only English

By pruning rule 2, the rst one is redundant.
As we mentioned earlier, we ould treat every
attribute as both a ause and an e e t, and with
support/ on den e based ltering, asso iation rules
result. The last row of Table 2 illustrates the results
of applying our pruning te hniques on asso iation
rules generated from the rst ensus database.
5

Related Work

We believe that our work is the rst to ta kle the
problem of su in tness in generated rulesets. We
have used ausality based arguments to prune the
ruleset. Causality has been used in earlier work by
Brin et. al. [BMS98℄. They try to determine ausal
relationship between items using Bayesian learning
te hniques, whi h we do not address. However,
they do not arry out any pruning of rules using
knowledge of other related rules that are generated.
We would also like to ontrast our work with traditional lassi ation [J85℄. The goal in lassi ation is to lassify the possible ause attributes into
di erent lasses based on the e e t attribute one is
interested in. Note that in the framework presented
here, though we have the set of e e ts beforehand,

DB
ensus
ensus
ensus
ensus

1
2
2
1

Rule
Type
Cause-effe t
Positive
Cause-effe t
Asso iation

Total
Rules
125
277
893
1131

Strong
Rules
7
5
14
101

Pruned By
Pruning Rule 1
83
107
343
390

Pruned By
Pruning Rule 2
10
83
226
86

Pruned By
Pruning Rule 3
25
82
310
554

Table 2: Results of Pruning Rules on Census Databases
we do not know on whi h e e ts we would like to
lassify. The pruning rules we apply here give us
the minimal set of rules; however it does not redu e
to lassi ation be ause we prune among auses as
well as e e ts. By ontrast, the e e ts are xed in
lassi ation.
In their work on generalized asso iation rules,
[SA95℄ introdu e a notion of r-interestingness, whi h
is based on on den es of rules on sub lasses being suÆ iently di erent from on den es of rules
on super lasses in the hierar hy. This notion orresponds roughly to pruning rule 1 applied on lass
hierar hies. Chakrabarti et. al. [CSD98℄ de ne a
notion of interestingness in temporal sequen es of
itemsets. They de ne a pattern as interesting if the
orrelation between the items of a pattern annot
be predi ted given orrelations of subsets, and orrelations at earlier points in time. This measure of
interestingness is orthogonal to our work, and does
not onsider global ruleset knowledge.
6

Con lusion and Future work

Existing statisti al measures used for mining interesting rules generate a lot of redundant rules. We
have proposed pruning strategies to eliminate these
redundant rules. The pruning strategies are independent of spe i mining measures, and our performan e study indi ates that the strategies work
well.
An issue that we have not addressed here relates
to eÆ ient rule dis overy. The pruning te hniques
that we have des ribed here an perhaps be used
in the rule-generation phase itself, instead of as a
post-pass on the rule set.
In ases where auses/e e ts are quantitative or
ategori al in nature, we an extend our te hniques
by looking for alternative auses not only for the
same e e t value, but also for similar e e t values.
We an also prune based on similar values of auses
when auses are ategori al or quantitative. For
example, suppose we have two rules:
1. supplier = Tata ^ part-type = lathe !
life = 35 yrs
2. part-type = lathe ! life = 34 yrs
then one an exploit the fa t that 34 is similar to 35

to on lude that supplier = Tata is not a ru ial
fa tor, and hen e the rst rule is to be pruned.
We would also like to order auses for a given
e e t based on the magnitude of the e e t. For
example, given the rules
1. supplier = ACME ! life = 2 yrs
2. supplier = Tata ! life = 1.5 yrs
we an order the ause supplier = ACME as better
than supplier = Tata, due to the longer life when
supplier is ACME.
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